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We study Hamilton-Jacobi equations with an unbounded term in Hilbert spaces. 
We introduce a new variant of the notion of viscosity solution for a class of 
Hamilton-Jacobi equations, and obtain comparison and existence results for 
viscosity solutions. We also examine the usefulness of the notion of viscosity 
solution in optimal control. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a real Hilbert space with inner product ( .,. ) and norm 1.1. We 
are concerned with the Hamilton-Jacobi equations 
Au+ (Ax, Du) +F(x, Du)=O in D(A) (S) 
and 
u, + (Ax, Du) + F(x, t, Du) = 0 in D(A) x (0, T). (El 
Here A: D(A) c H + H is a maximal monotone operator on H, 12 0, and 
T> 0 are given real numbers, U(X) or u(x, t) represents a real unknown -- 
function on D(A) or D(A) x [0, T], and Du denotes the Frtchet derivative 
in H of U. F is a given real function on D(A) x H or D(A) x [0, T] x H. 
First-order partial differential equations of this type typically arise as the 
dynamic programming equation in optimal control of evolution equations 
in H generated by the sum of -A and a controlled term. 
The operator A is unbounded in general, from which difficulties arise in 
treating (S) and (E). This point is crucial in our study of (S) and (E) which 
follows. Indeed, when A = 0 and F satisfies assumptions similar to those in 
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finite dimensions, there is a rather complete theory for (S) and (E). See 
Crandall and Lions [3] and Ishii [6]. 
Recent work by Crandall and Lions [4] concerning (S) and (E) has 
introduced a notion of viscosity solution for (S) and (E) and established 
some existence and uniqueness results for such weak solutions under 
appropriate hypotheses. Restrictive assumptions in their work are in the 
requirements that A be linear and that viscosity solutions be weakly 
sequentially continuous. See Lions [7] for extensions of the existence and 
uniqueness results in [4] to second order equations. See also Barbu and 
Da Prato [l] for other approaches to (S) and (E). 
Here we will study (S) and (E) in a special case where A is the subdif- 
ferential of a proper, lower semicontinuous, convex function on H and also 
IF(x, p)I or IF(x, t, p)I grows at most quadratically in IpI as IpI + co. Our 
main purpose is to introduce a new variant of the notion of viscosity solu- 
tion for (S) and (E) which enjoys nice existence, uniqueness, and stability 
properties. We can especially adapt Perron’s method to establishing the 
existence of such a weak solution. 
This paper is organized as follows. The definition of a viscosity solution 
for (S) is given in Section 2, while that for (E) is in Section 7. Perron’s 
method for (S) is established in Section 3. Adaptation of Perron’s method 
to (E) is remarked in Section 7. Comparison results for (S) and (E) are 
stated and proved in Sections 4 and 8, respectively. It is examined in 
Sections 6 and 9, respectively, for the infinite horizon and finite horizon 
cases that the value function of an optimal control problem satisfies the 
corresponding Bellman equation of the form (S) or (E). 
After completing this work, the author learned that Tataru [lo] intro- 
duced a notion of viscosity solution for (S) and (E) in the case when H is 
a uniformly convex Banach space together with its dual space and A is a 
general m-accretive operator. He obtained comparison and existence results 
for (S) and (E) under usual assumptions on F. It is not clear if his delini- 
tion and ours coincide or not. One important remark is that in our com- 
parison results continuity of viscosity solutions is not imposed (except at 
t = 0 for (E)). On the other hand, a strong uniform continuity of viscosity 
solutions is required in the comparison results in [lo]. 
2. VISCOSITY SOLUTIONS 
Let h: H + ( - co, co] be a lower semicontinuous convex function with 
h f + co. One of our basic assumptions is: 
(Al) A=ah and h>O, 
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where ah denotes the subdifferential of h, i.e., 
C%(X)= {p~H:h(y)2h(x)+ (p, y-x) for all y~Hf. 
We use the standard notations 
D(h)= {XfHh(X)<rn), 
D(A)= {xd:Ax#0). 
We recall that A = ah is a monotone operator on H, i.e., 
(P-4,X-Y)~O for x, ysD(A) and peAx, qEAy, 
-- 
which directly follows from the definition of ah, and also that D(A) = D(h). 
We refer the reader to Brezis [2] for basic properties of subdifferentials 
ah and semigroups generated by --ah. 
The second condition of (Al ) is not really a restriction on (S) and (E). 
Indeed, for any lower semicontinuous convex function h: H -+ (- CD, cc] 
there are a E H and b E Iw such that h(x) Z (u, x) + h for x E H. Replacing 
h(x) by h(x) z h(x) - ( a, x) -b and F(x, p) by F(x, p) z F(x, p) + (a, ), 
we have an equation 
Au + @K(x), Du) + F(x, Du) = 0, 
which is equivalent to (S), while 1; 2 0 on H. 
Notation. We will write 
D,4 = D(A 1, x, = D(A h D,, = D(h), and &=D(A) x (0, T). 
B(x, r) will denote the closed ball of radius r with center x in H. Let X be 
a metric space with metric d. We write 
USC(X) = { f: X + [w u { + co } is upper semicontinuous }, 
LX(X) = {f: X + [w u { + co } is lower semicontinuous}. 
For u: X-+ [w we define 
u*(x)=~~sup{u(y):d(y,x)<r}, 
u*(x) = h; inf{ u( y): d(y, x) < r }. 
It is clear that U* <u<u* in X and that 
u* E USC(X) and 24* E LSC( X). 
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Since D, #H and A is multi-valued in general, the notion of a classical 
solution of (S) is not clear. We thus give the definition of a classical 
solution of (S). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let Lo be an open subset of X,. A function u~C’(0) 
is a classical subsolution (resp., supersolution and solution) of (S) in 0 if 
Mx) + (5, Dub)) + F(x, Wx)) < 0 (resp., 2 0 and = 0) 
for all xEDAnO and ~EAx. 
To proceed, we fix 6, > 0 and give the definition of a viscosity solution 
of (S). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let Lo be an open subset of X,. A function U: Lo --* R is 
a viscosity subsolution (resp., supersolution) of (S) in 8 if it is locally 
bounded in 0 and if whenever (p~C’(0), 0<6<6,, and (u-&)*-q 
(resp., (24 + ah), - q) attains a maximum (resp., minimum) value m at a 
point 2 E 0, then 
l(m + ~(2) + 6h(f)) + lii inf{ (5, Dq(x) + St) + F(x, Dq(x) + St): 
xEB(i,r)nD,,5EAx}dO 
(rev., 
l(m + q(i) - CM(~)) + lii sup{ (t, Dq(x) - St> + F(x, Drp(x) - St): 
x~B(&r)nD,, ~EAx}>O). 
A function U: Co + IF&! is a viscosity solution of (S) in 0 if it is both a 
viscosity subsolution and a viscosity supersolution of (S) in 0. 
Remarks. (1) We remark that the above definition depends on the 
choice of &,. (2) We note that the values u(x) for x E O\D,, are irrelevant 
in the above definition. (3) If we consider only continuous viscosity 
solutions, then the above definition can be expressed in a little more 
comfortable way. Indeed, if UE C(O), then it is a viscosity subsolution 
(resp., supersolution) of (S) if and only if whenever cp E C’(6), 0 < 6 < a,,, 
and u-ah - cp (resp., u+ 6h - q) attains a maximum (resp., minimum) 
at a point ZZ E 8, then 
Au(a) + FE inf{ (5, Dp(x) + St) + F(x, Dcp(x) + St): 
xcB(i,r)nDDA, <EAx}<O 
(rev., 
Au(a) + iii sup{ <r, Drp(x) - St) + F(x, Dq(x) - St): 
xEB(X,r)nD,, <~Ax}20). 
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(4) If m=max((u-6/z)*--cp)=(u--6h)* (a)--q(Z), then m+cp(zG)+ 
6/r(i) = (U - 6h)* (a) + 6/r(i). That is, we can replace the above inequality 
in the definition of a viscosity subsolution by 
A((24 - 6/l)* (i) + &z(i)) 
+ h: inf{ (5, &7(x) + St > + F(x, Dv(x) + St): 
xEB(i,r)nD,, (EAX}fO. 
Similarly, the inequality in the definition of a viscosity supersolution is 
replaced by 
A((l.4 + fYz)*(f) - Gh(i)) 
In what follows we suppress “viscosity” and call them simply subsolu- 
tions (resp., supersolutions and solutions) instead of viscosity subsolutions 
(resp., supersolutions and solutions). 
3. EXISTENCE VIA PERRON'S METHOD 
Throughout this section we fix an open subset 0 of XA, and we deal with 
Eq. (S) in 0. 
We begin with our basic assumptions on F. 
(A2) FE C(X, x H). Moreover for each R > 0, 
!i; sup{F(x, p) - F(x, q): x E X, n B(0, R), 
p,qEB(O,R), Ip-qKr}dO. 
(A3) There are constants C, > 0 and C, > 0 such that 
IF& PN G Gh4* + C, for all (x, p) E X, x H. 
(A4) 0 < 6, G l/Co, where Co is the constant from (A3). 
We will need the following technical lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume (Al) and (A3). For any 0-c 6, < 6,~ l/C, and 
R>O there is a constant C>O for which if 6,<6<6,, qeH, XE@, 
PE B(0, R), and either 
(q,P+6q)+F(x,p+6q)QR, (3.1) 
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or 
(4, p--6q)+W, p-h)2 -R (3.2) 
then 141 < c. 
Proof We will only discuss the case when (3.1) holds. The case when 
(3.2) holds is treated similarly. It follows from (3.1) and (A3) that 
4q12dR+lql l~l+IJ’(x~~+~ql 
d R + Rlql + C,(6lql + R)2 + Cl 
= R + C, + C,R’ + (R + 6&R) 141 + C, ~21q12 
for any E > 0. 
~~,lq12<R+C,+COR2+ 
R*( 1 + 6, C,J2 
E61 
. I 
We now give a stability result. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume (Alb(A4). Let Y be a nonempty set of 
subsolutions of(S) in 0. Set u(x) = sup(v(x): v E Y} for x E 0. Assume that 
u is focally bounded in 0. Then u is a subsolution of (S) in 0. 
Proof: Let 0~6 <6,, 4p~ C’(0), and the function (u---h)* - cp attain 
a maximum at f E 0. We set 
t,b(x)=q(x)+ /~--1/~+rn~ ((u-bh)*-q) for xEO, 
and remark that 
(u - 6h)* (a) - I@) = 0, and 
(u-6h)*(x)-Ii/(x)< -(x-ii* for XEO. 
(3.3) 
By the definition of a, there are sequences ix,,> c 0 n Dh and (u,> t Y 
such that x, -+ i and (u, - 6h)* (x,) + (u- 6h)* (2) as n -+ co. By the 
standard optimization result (see, e.g., [S, 9]), there are sequences 
(p,} c H and {y,} c 0 such that lp,l < l/n and y,, is a maximum point of 
the function (u, - ah)* (x) - 1+9(x) - ( pn, x). Using (3.3) and this choice of 
yn, we have 
k-ah)* (~n)-$(~n)s - IY,--~~> 
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and 
(42 - dh)* (Y,) - NV,) - (P,,, L‘,,) 
2(&--h)* lx,,)-ti(x,)- (P,,? -L> 
Therefore we have 
(3.4) 
s~ly,-.i~+~/x,-ii-(U,,-6/1)*(.~,.)+~(1.). (3.5) 
Hence we see that y, +i as n --) co. Since (U--&Z)* E USC(O) and 
(u,-6h)* <(U-~/Z)* in 6, it is seen that 
lim sup(u, - #I)* (y,) 6 (u-82)* (a). 
n-m 
It follows from (3.4) that 
liminf(u,-6h)* (y,)Z(u--6/r)* (a). 
n-53 
Thus we conclude that 
J’n -+ i and (24, - ah)* (yn) -+ (u- #I)* (2) as n -+ co. 
Since u, E Y, we can choose z, E 0 n D, and q,, E AZ, such that 
and 
4~ + ‘KY,) + WY,)) + (q,,, Wz,) -I 69, + P,> 
+ fh DW,) + 69, + P,) f ;, 
where E, = (u, - &I)* (y,) - Il/(y,). This inequality and Lemma 3.1 
guarantee that {q,,} is a bounded sequence in H. Hence, in view of (A2), 
noting that h E LSC(H) and that E, + 0 as n + co, we have 
4lCI + 6h)t.f) + lim sup{ (qnl, W(z,) + 69,) + f’b,, DW,,) + dq,)} GO. 
n+cc 
Using (A2) once again, we conclude that 
l(m + (cp + 6hW)) + lim SUP{ (q”, Ddz,) + 69, > 
n-n; 
+ F(z,, Ddz,) + h,)) d 0, 
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where m = max,((u - 6h)* -q). Thus we have 
A(m + ~(2) + 6h(~Z)) + liyJpf{ (q, D&x) + 6q) + F(x, Dp(x) + 6q): 
XED, nB(f, r), qEAx} 60. 1 
Remark. The above proof shows that under assumptions (Al)-(A4), 
“maximum” (resp., “minimum”) can be replaced by “local maximum” 
(resp., “local minimum”) in the definition of a viscosity subsolution (resp., 
supersolution). 
Our main result in this section is stated as follows (see [6]). 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume (Al)-(A4). Let f and g be a subsolution and a 
supersolution of (S) in 0, respectively. Assume that f < g in 8. Define 
u(x) = sup{v(x): v is a subsolution of(S) in 0 
andf dvdg in O} for xELO. 
Then u is a solution of(S) in 8. 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume (Aik(A4). Let ~20 and VE C’(0). Set u(x) = 
v(x) - ph(x), and suppose that 
Mx) + (4, Dv(x) - w) + F(x, Dv(x) - rq) G 0 
holds for aN x E 0 r\ D, and q E Ax. Then u is a subsolution of (S) in 0. 
Remark. In particular, a classical solution of (S) is a viscosity solution 
of (S) under assumptions (Al )-(A4). 
ProojI Let (p~C’(0), 0<6<6,, and 2~ 0 be a maximum point of 
u - 6h - cp. From the definition of u it follows that v - (S + p) h - cp attains 
a maximum at i-. It is seen that as x + 2, 
1 
WPW+6+L( -!- (Dv(a)-D#),x-2)+0(1x-iI). 
Since h is convex, we deduce from this that 
1 
WWd+6+p 1 (Dv(2) - D&z?), x - ~2) for all x E H. 
That is, 
.?EDA and 1 (Dv(2) - Drp(i)) E Af. 
q=d+p 
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By assumption, we have 
0 3 h(i) + (q, Du(i) - pq) + F(.c Du(i) - pq) 
= h(i) + (q, DC&?) + 6q) + F(i, Ddi) + 6q). 
This shows that u is a subsolution of (S). l 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. By definition we have 
.f<u<g in 0’. 
In particular, u is locally bounded in c”. By Proposition 3.1, u is a sub- 
solution of (S) in 0. 
To prove that u is a supersolution of (S) in 0, we suppose the contrary, 
and will obtain a contradiction. By this assumption, there are cp E C ‘(0) 
6 E (0,6,), E > 0, and i E 0 such that j? is a minimum point of (U + 6h), - cp 
and 
%(m + q(i) -ah(i)) + (q, Dcp(x) - 6q) + F(x, Dcp(x) - 6q) < --E 
for all x E B(1, E) n D,, q E Ax, where 
m = (u + 6h),(i) - cp(i). 
(3.6) 
If necessary, replacing q(x) by q(x) - Ix-.?]’ and recalling Lemma 3.1, 
we may assume that 
(u+hh),(x)-cp(x)>m+ lx--212 (3.7) 
for all x E fl. 
We now want to prove that (U + dh),(i) < (g + dh),(i). To this end, we 
argue by contradiction. Indeed, by construction we have u d g in 0. There- 
fore if we suppose that (u+ dh),(i)> (g+ dh),(i), then (u + dh),(i) = 
(g + 6h),(.2) and (g + dh), - cp attains a minimum value m at 2, which 
implies 
A(m + cp(i) - 6h(l)) + l$ inf{ (q, Dcp(x) - 6q) + F(x, Dcp(x) - Sq): 
xEB(i,r)nD,, qEAx}aO, 
since g is a supersolution of (S) in I!!?. This inequality contradicts (3.6). Thus 
we have the desired inequality, (U + dh),(i) < (g + 6h), (a). 
It follows from the above observation that (g + bh), (i) > m + q(2). By 
the upper semicontinuity of the function cp - (g + 6/r), , we may assume 
that 
m+cp(x)+~<(g+dh)*(x) for x E B(+ .5) n fi (3.8) 
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(replacing E by a smaller number if necessary). We may also assume that 
s<l. Define u:O--+R’by 
It is immediately seen from (3.8) that 
u(x) G g(x) for x E B($ E) n Co, 
and from (3.7) that 
U(X)<(U+Bh)*(x)-Sh(x)-,x-P,2+~ 
<u(x) for x E 0 \B(Z, s/2). 
Noting that u(Z)=m+cp(P)-6h(P)+~~/4 and that VE VSC(O), we see 
from (3.6) that we may assume 
Mx) + (4, D4e) - &I > + w, W(x) - Jq) G 0 
for all x E B($ E) n D, and q E Ax. This inequality and Lemma 3.4 guaran- 
tee that u is a subsolution of (S) in 0 n B($ E)‘, where for a subset S of a 
topological space, S” denotes its interior. We finally define w: 0 -+ R by 
1 
max(u(x), v(x)> for 
w(x) = 
x E 0 n B(f, E)‘, 
4x1 for x E O\B(zZ, s)‘. 
Using Proposition 3.2, we see that w  is a subsolution of (S) in 0 n B(f, E)O. 
Since u(x)< u(x) for x E O\B($ s/2), we see that w(x) = u(x) for 
x E O\B(f, s/2) and hence w  is a subsolution of (S) in O\B(& s/2). Thus we 
see that w  is a subsolution of (S) in 0. Since v < g in B(i, E) n 0, we have 
w  < g in 0, while it is clear that w  2 u >f in 0. Hence, by the definition of 
u, we must have w  < u in 0, which implies that (V-~/Z), < (U-~/Z), in 
0 n B(f, 6)“. However, we have 
m + p(i) = (u + HZ),(~) 2 (0 + c%),(i) 2 (0 +82)(i) 
This is a contracition, which shows that u is a supersolution of (S) in 0. 1 
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4. COMPARISON OF VISCOSITY SOLUTIONS 
We now add another condition to the list of our assumptions on F. 
(A5) There is a continuous function o: [0, cc) -+ [IO, m) satisfying 
o(O) = 0 for which 
F(y,a(x-y))-F(x,cc(x-y))<w 
for all x, y E D, and ~1> 0. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that 2 > 0 ad that (Al k(A5) hold. Let u, v be a 
subsolution and a supersolution of (S), respectively. Assume that u and --v 
are bounded above on D,. Then u < v in D,. Moreover the inequality 
liisup{u(x)-v(y):x, LED,,, Ix- yl <r},<O (4.1) 
holds. 
Remark. Uniqueness of a bounded continuous solution of (S) follows 
from the above theorem. 
Proof It is enough to prove (4.1). We may assume by multiplying 
Eq. (S) by 2’ that ES= 1. 
To prove (4.1), we argue by contradiction. We set 
m=limsup{u(x)-v(y):x, LED,,, /x-y/ <r}, 
rl0 
and suppose that m > 0. For x > 1, 0 < 6, E < 1, and p, qE H, we define 
@:X,xX,+Ru(-cc} by 
@(x, y) = @(x, y; a, 6, E, p, q) = (u - 6h)* (x) - (v + ah),(y) 
-; lx- Y12-;(Ix12+ lY12)- (P, x> - (4, 4’). 
Also, for c1> 1 and 6, E, y E (0, 1) we define 
m,(a, 4 6 Y) = inf sup @(x, Y; a, 6, c, p, q), 
P.YEB(0.Y) .x, ysX* 
m,(a,k~)= sup (a-dh)*(x)-(v+dh)*(y) 
t-, .v E x,4 
-; Ix- Y12-; (lx12+ IYI? , 
I 
m,(a,d)= sup 
Y, .L’ E X” 
(u---h)* (x)-(v+ah)*(y)-S lx--y12], 
580.105’2-6 
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and 
m4= sup 
x,yeDh 
tl(x)-~(~)-~ln-yl~ 
It is easily seen that 
m = hl m,(a), m4(u) = ti m,(cr, 6), 
(4.2) 
and Ma, 4 &I= yi m,(a, 4 4 Y). 
Noting that the function (U - 6/r)* (x) - (u + &r),(y) - (a/2)1x - y12, 
with a > 1 and 6 E (0, l), is bounded above and using the standard 
optimization technique, for any a > 1 and 6, E, y E (0,l) we can choose 
8, 4 E B(0, y) so that the function 0(x, y; a, 6, E, fi, 4) of x and y attains a 
maximum at some point (a, ~7) E X, x X,. 
By the definition of m, , we have 
-; (l-v+ M2)- <A 3) - (49) 
<(u-i%)* (n)-(u+dh)*(9)-; la-y2 
-++ Iy12)++Y 
From the first inequality of (4.3), we have 
(4.3) 
-; (lft12+ IA’)- (P? a> - (4, P> 
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for all p, q E B(0, y). Thus we see that 
From this and (4.2), we conclude that 
- 
lim lim lim lim(al~-~~*+~(~.~12+ li,12)) =O. (4.4) Z’cc 610 &JO 710 
Observe also from (4.3) that 
(u-Lih)*(~)-(u+6h)*(~)~m,(a,6,E,:)-~. (4.5 1 
We are to take the limits as y J 0, E JO, 6 JO, and c( -+ cc in this order. We 
may therefore assume that 
ali - 912 d 1, &Ii12 < 1, and &I# < 1. (4.6) 
Since u and u are a subsolution and a supersolution of (S), respectively, 
there are sequences 
ix,,) CDA> {Y,> CD,> KJ cH, and {vnf cH 
such that for all n 
1 
lx,-fl<-, 5, E ‘%, )?n E Al’,> n 
(U--h)* (~)+W~)+(L, P,+x,)+ml, P,+6w;, (4.7) 
and 
(~+6h)*(~)-6h(P)+(~,,q,-6rl,)+F(y,,q,-6rl,)~ -;, (4.8) 
where p,, = tl(x, - 9) + EX, + b and qn = a(.2 - y,) - &y, - 4. 
Subtracting (4.8) from (4.7), we have 
+a(5,-~,,x,-Y,)+a((5,,yn-~)+(~n,Xn-~)) 
+4(5,, x,> + <rl,, y,>)+ (L, 8) + (rln, 4) 
+cL P,+65,)-F(Y,,q,-6r,). (4.9) 
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Therefore, using (A3), (4.5), and (4.6), we obtain 
-(;+A+?) (IL1 + l?,l) 
- C,(~l5,1 + MaI2 - c,(611,1 + M,)2 - 221, 
where M,=&+a/n + 2 (notice that 1~~1 GM, and lqnl <MM,). We 
assume henceforth that 2C0 6 < l/4, and continue to compute that 
+ 2C,(~215,12 + 621q,12 + 2M3 
From this we observe that 
E 5 i$ ~b(lLlzi IQl2) 
,< -2m,(cr) + 8C,(& + 2)2 + 4C,. 
This shows that we may assume that 
~l~,12~C, and eLiI G C, 
for some constant C, depending only on a. 
We now return to (4.9), to get 
+ fk, ah - Y,)) -KY,, a@, - Y,)) 
+ F(x,, Pn + W- W,, a@, - Y,)) 
(4.10) 
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+ m,, pn + K?) - ml, 4% - Y,)) 
-F(Y,,q,--6rl,)+F(Y,,cc(x,-Y,)). 
Here we have used (A5). Note that 
lim lim lim ’ ElO vlo n-oo (;+A+,) (ILI + l%J)=O 
lim lim lim lim lim w  
a-2 610 El0 y10 n-rm ( 
a/x.--y,/2+d 
> 
=Elkmm E 5 Ec0 
( 
ali-$I’+: 
> 
=0 
(4.11) 
by (4.10), 
by (4.4). 
Observe also by using (A2) that 
‘g; 5 5 z IF(x,, pn + s&J - F(x,, c4x, - y,))l = 0, 
‘8’: ig Ejj E IKY,, qn - &,I - fI.Yn, 4x* - Y”))l =o> 
since IpA GM,, IqA d M,, Slt,l < (6C,)1’2 and 61s,l 6 (K,)“‘. We 
therefore conclude from (4.11) that 
- 
02 lim lim lim limm,(cl,6,,y)=m; 
‘2-m 610 &JO 710 
this is a contradiction. 1 
5. EXISTENCE OF A CONTINUOUS SOLUTION 
We will establish here an existence result of a continuous solution for (S) 
via Perron’s method. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that 1> 0, that F(x, 0) is bounded in X,, and that 
(Al)-(A5) hold. Then there is a solution of(S) belonging to BUC(X,). 
ProoJ Fix M> 0 so that IF(x, O)l GM for all x E X,. It is easily 
checked that f(x) = -M/L and g(x) = M/A are a classical subsolution and 
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a classical supersolution of (S), respectively. By Theorem 3.3, there is a 
solution u of (S) satisfying f < u < g in X, . From Theorem 4.1 we see that 
!‘~sup{z4(x)-z4(J’):x, YEDh, lx-y1 <r}=O, 
i.e., u is uniformly continuous in D,,. Since the values of a function on 
X,\D, are irrelevant to being a viscosity solution of (S), we may assume 
by modifying the values of u on the set D,\Dh that u is uniformly 
continuous on D,. We thus conclude that u E BUC(X,). 1 
6. AN OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM 
We will consider an optimal control problem whose state is governed by 
an evolution equation in H with an unbounded term, and will show that 
the value function associated with it is characterized as the unique solution 
of the corresponding Bellman equation. 
Let Z be a separable metric space. Let functions f: H x Z + R! and 
g: H x Z + H be given and satisfy the following conditions (A6) and (A7). 
(A6) There is a constant A4 > 0 such that 
I.f(x, z)l GM, 
If(4 z) -.m z)l6 MIX - Yl, 
for all x, yEH and ZEZ. 
(A7) f, gE C(Hx Z). 
We define 
I&, z)l GM 
IdX> z) - g(.Y, ZIG MIX - Yl 
V={cr=(cc,,a,):[O,co)+ZxH,aismeasurable, 
~2 E L*(O, ~0; HI}, 
44 co = JoW e-VW(t), a,(t)) + la2(t)12) 4 
where XE~, a E %, and X is the unique weak solution of 
(6.1) 
(6-z) 
uw 
(dXldt)(t) + AX(t) 3 sW(f), a,(f)) + df) 
X(0) =x, 
and 
V(x) = 2; J(x, a) for XEX,. (6.3) 
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We refer to the Appendix for the definition of a weak solution of (IVP) and 
some of its properties. 
- 
THEOREM 6.1. Assume (A6) and (A7). Then VEBUC(X~). 
- 
Proof. Fix x E X, . Observe that for any cz = (c(, , Q) E g, 
J(x, .)2jox ep’j-(X(t), a,(t))dt> -MS” em ‘dt= -M, 
0 
where X(t) denotes the weak solution of (IVP). Observe also that for any 
cr=(ol,,a,)~%T with rq=O, 
J(x, a) = jo= epff(X(t),a,(t))dt<M s r*. ep’dt=M, 0 
where X(t) again denotes the weak solution of (IVP). Hence, we have 
- 
IW)l Gil.4 for all XEX,. (6.4) 
Next observe that 
Ifk z)-f(Y, z)l G ww-” IfbY z)-f(YT z)1° 
<2MIx-y1° (6.5) 
for all x, yeH and 0<8< 1. - 
Fix a=(a,,cl,)~% and X, yeXA. Let X(t) and Y(t) denote the weak 
solutions of (IVP) with X(0) = x and Y(0) = y, respectively. It follows from 
Proposition A.4 that 
IX(t) - Y(t)1 < Ix- yl + M j’ IX(s) - Y(s)1 ds for t 20. 
0 
Hence, 
IX(t) - Y(t)1 G Ix - yl eMr for all t 4 0. (6.6) 
Using (6.5) and (6.6), we calculate that for any 0 < 0 < min{ 1, l/M), 
IJ(x, a)-J(y, a)1 <2Mjoa e-‘IX(t)- Y(t)l’dt 
<2MIx- yle jox e-(‘- H”“d~ 
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Therefore we have 
for all x, y E X, and 0 c 8 < min{ 1, l/M}. 
Thus we conclude that VEBUC(~). 1 
THEOREM 6.2. Assume (A6) and (A7). Then V is a (unique) solution of 
u + (Ax, Du) + F(x, Du) = 0 in X,, (6.7) 
where the function F is given by 
(6.8) 
Remark. The above function F satisfies (A.2), (A.3), and (AS). We may 
thus apply our comparison and existence results to conclude that I/ is the 
unique solution of (6.7) in C,(X,). 
We need the next lemma. 
LEMMA 6.3 (Dynamic Programming Principle). Assume (A6) and (A7). 
For any x E z and 7 > 0, the equality 
’ e-‘(f(Jf(f), al(f)) + ldt)12) dt+ e-*V(X(7)) (6.9) 
holds, where X(t) denotes the weak solution of (IVP). 
The proof of this lemma is standard (see, e.g., [8]) and easy, and so we 
omit giving it here. 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. We begin by proving that V is a subsolution of 
(6.7). 
Fix 6 > 0 and cp E C’(X,). Assume that V- 6h - cp attains at some point 
26X,, and set m=max,,(V-6h--cp). Fix ZEZ, and set cx,(t)=z. Let 
X(t) be the strong solution of 
AX(t)3g(X(r),a,(t))-iDp(P), 
(6.10) 
X(0) = i. 
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Notice that ieD( and therefore that (6.10) has a strong solution (see 
the Appendix). Define q: [0, co) + H by 
and choose x2 E L2(0, co; H) so that 
h(f) = - 4 (m(a) + h(r)) for O<tdl. 
It follows that 
q(t) e AX(t) a.e., 
$(r) + 4(r) = gW(t), a,(t)) + a2(t) a.e. in (0, 1). 
Let 0 < E < 1. Using Lemma 6.3, we have 
m + q(i) + Nz(i) = I/(.-Z) 
d )‘(f( s . ..)+ la2(t)12) dt+e-“(m+ cp(.X(E))+cVz(X(.s))). 
Therefore, 
o< & 
Ji e-‘VI ... ) + b2(f)12) 0 
+ f (e-‘[m + cp(X(t)) + Gh(X(t))]) dr 
E 
= e m-f 
f 1 
f( ..f ) + la2(t)12- (m + 4oWft)) + WJ3t))) 
0 
DdX(f)) + &y(t), z(r) dt. 
Here we have used Lemma 3.3 in [2] to deduce that the function h(X(t)) 
of t is absolutely continuous and (d/dr) h(X(t)) = (q(t), (dX/dt)( t)) a.e. in 
(0, 1). We continue to compute that 
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o< ~e-‘if(...)+aloe(a)+s4(r)lZ s 
- (m + rpV(f)) + WX(t))) 
+ (&(X(t)) + h(t), &X(t), al(t)) + df) -q(t))} dt 
+ (g(-..)-q(t),DCD(X(t))+6q(t)) 
- d (DWi-) + h(t), 2&Wt)) - &G) + ~s(O>} dt. 
This inequality guarantees that there is a sequence {t”},,, r of positive 
numbers converging to 0 such that if we set x, = X(&J and qn = q(t,), then 
and 
x,ED,, qnEAx,> (6.11) 
0 ~mz, z) - cm + cp(-%) + WGJ) 
+ (g(x,,z)-q,,D~P(x,)+6q,) 
- $UbW + h,z, 2Dd-Q - D&z) + h,) (6.12) 
for all n E N. We fix such a sequence {t,}, and set x, = X(t,) and q,, = q(tn) 
for no N. 
Noting that x, + J? as n + cc and that h is lower semicontinuous, we see 
that the sequence (qn) is bounded. We may therefore assume that {q,,} 
converges weakly to some q E H. Since the operator A is demi-closed (see, 
e.g., [2]), it is seen that P E D, and q E Af. Moreover, sending n + co in 
(6.12) yields 
m + v(f) + CM(~) + (q, D&i) + dq) 
- (g(i, z), D&)+dq) -f(.fi, z)+ $(Drp(Z)+6qJ2,<0. 
Here we have used the lower semicontinuity of the functions h(x) and 1x1 
in the weak topology. Thus we conclude that 
F’(a) + <q, D&C) + 6q) + F(% DM) + 6q) < 0, 
iEDA and qEA.2. 
This proves that V is a subsolution of (6.7). 
Now we turn to proving that V is a supersolution of (6.7). 
Let 6 > 0 and rp E C’(X,). Let i E A’,, be a minimum point of V+ &I - cp. 
Note that ZcD,,. Set m=min,,(V+6h-cp). 
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Fix 0 < E < 1. By Lemma 6.3, there is an a E a, E V such that 
V(i)> -&p’dt+jE ep’Ul~(th al(t)) + la2(t)12) dt 
0 0 
+ e-&V(X(c)), (6.13) 
where a = (a,, ~1~) and X(t) -X,(t) is the strong solution of (IVP) with 
x = f and with the above choice of tx. Observe from (6.13) that 
e -‘j: Ia2(t)12 dt < -1: ep’f(X(t), al(t)) dt 
+ 1 + v(a) - e-“V(X(s)) 
dM+l+2sup IV/. 
XA 
(6.14) 
As we will see in the Appendix, we have 
(so” 1$-(t)~2dt)1’2G(j-; la,(r),2dt)1’2+M+m. 
This and (6.14) ensure that 
for some constant C independent of E. Hence, recalling that X= X,, we see 
that 
Ix,(t)-al <C$ for all 0 d t d E. (6.15) 
We return to (6.13) and calculate that 
oq e-‘(fW(t)~ al(t)) + Mt)12 - 8) dt 
0 
+ e-&(m + (P(X(E)) -&(X(E))) - (m + q(2) - 6h(.f)) 
E 
= e -’ 
1 1 
f( . ..)+ Ia2(t)12----((m+cp(X(t))--Gh(X(t))) 
0 
&W(t)) - h(t), z(t) 
>I 
dt, 
where q(t) = qE(t) is defined to be 
4(t) = g(X(t), al(t)) + a,(t) -$ (t). (6.16) 
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We continue 
O>J+ -(m+cp(X(t))--iv@(t))) 
+ mG-(~)) - h(t), &f(t), al(t)) + a,(t) -q(t)) 
+f( --.)+ Ia,(t))2--E} di 
3 : e-l{ -(m + cp(-Vt)) - SW7t))) - (q(t , &V(t)) -&l(t)) s 
-W(t), &W(t)) - h(t)) - 8) dt. 
Here we have used the fact that (p, t) + [<I2 2 -(1/4)lpl* for all p, 5 EH. 
From this we see that there is a t, E [O, E] such that if we set X, = X(t,) and 
qE = q(b), then 
&ED‘43 qaEAxe> and 
m + dx,) - Wx,) + <qey Wx,) -he) 
+ F(x,, W-G) - he) > E. (6.17) 
Recalling (6.15) and noting that 
lim sup (m + q(x) - C%(X)) < V(a), 
x-t.2 
we see that 
v(a)+~~sup{(q,D~(x)-6q)+F(x,Drp(x)-6q): 
xEB(i,r)nD,, qEAx}>O, 
and finish the proof. 1 
Remark. If we assume, in the supersolution part of the above proof, 
that O-C 6 ~4, then we deduce that IqJ is bounded by a constant inde- 
pendent of E and moreover, as in the last argument of the supersolution 
part of the above proof, that 2 E DA and 
?‘(a) + (4, D&f) - Scj) + F(‘(a, DC@) - 84) < 0 
for some 4 E AZ. 
7. VISCOSITY !~OLUTIONS FOR (E) AND PERRON'S METHOD 
We will give a comparison and an existence result for solutions of (E) in 
this section. 
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We have not yet given the definition of subsolutions, supersolutions, and 
solutions of (E). The following discussion reveals that (E) can be seen as 
a special case of (S). 
We set 
fi=Hx[W, L(x, t) = h(x), A = ah, 
(7.1) 1 a 
D= D,& 
( > 
and &T t, p, q)=F(x, t, p)+q. 
Equation (E) now reads as 
(A(,, t), riu) + F(x, 2, du) = 0 in Q7cD(A^. (El 
Recall that Qr. denotes Xp x (0, T). Observe that D(a) = D, x [w and that 
for (x, t) E II(a), (5, ‘I) E A(x, t) if and only if 5 E Ax and 9 = 0. 
These observations and Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 define classical subsolu- 
tions, supersolutions, and solutions of (E) and also (viscosity) subsolu- 
tions, supersolutions, and solutions of (E). For instance, a function 
u E C ’ (0), where 6 is an open subset of Q r, is a classical subsolution if 
ur(x, t) + (i”, Du(x, t)> + F(x, t, Du(x, t)) GO 
for all (x, t) E QT n 0 and 5 E Ax. Also, a function U: P + iw is called a 
(viscosity) subsolution of (E) in 0 if it is locally bounded in L’ and if there 
is a 6, > 0 such that whenever cp E C’(O), 0 < 6 < 6,, and (k i) E: 6 is a 
maximum point of (u-&r)* (x, t) - cp(x, t), then 
cp,(.?, i) + hi inf{ (4, Ddx, t) + St) + F(.K, t, Dq(x, t) + 65): 
x~B(i,r)nD,, <EAx, It-i(<r}<O. 
Now, we give our assumptions on F. 
(A8) FE C(QT). Moreover for each R > 0, 
liisup{F(x, t, p)-F(x, s,q): xcX,, t,sG(O, T), 
p,q~WAR),Ixl<R, (p-41 v It-sldv}dO. 
(A9) There are constants C, > 0, C, > 0 such that 
IFW,P)I~GIPI*+G for all (x, t, P)EQTx H. 
(AlO) There is a continuous function w: [0, co) --t [0, cc) such that 
F(y>t,a(x-y))-F(x,t,cc(x-y))<w 
> 
for all x, FEDS, O<t<T, and cl>O. 
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Note that if F satisfies (A8) (resp., (A9)), then @defined by (7.1) satisfies 
(A2) (resp., (A3)) with Qr. and k= H x R in place of X, and H. 
The above observation and the interpretation of (E) as (I?) allow us to 
conclude from Theorem 3.3 the following: 
THEOREM 7.1. Let 0 be an open subset of Q,. Assume (Al), (A8), (A9), 
and (A4). Let f and g be a subsolution and a supersolution of (E) in 0, 
respectively. Assume that f < g in 6. Define 
u(x, t)=sup{v(x, t): v is a subsolution of(E) in Co 
andf<v<ginO} for (x, t) E 0. 
Then u is a solution of(E) in 0. 
Similarly, Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.4 yield the following proposi- 
tions, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let 0 be an open subset of QT. Assume that (Al), 
(A8), (A9), and (A4) hold. Let 5@ be a nonempty sub of subsolutions of(E) 
in Co, and set u(x, t) = sup(v(x, t): v E 9’“> for (x, t) E Co. Then, tf u is locally 
bounded in 0, then u is a subsolution of (E) in 0. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Assume (Al), (A8), (A9), and (A4). Let 0 be an 
open subset of QT. If u is a classical subsolution of (E) in 0, then it is a 
subsolution of (E) in 0. 
8. COMPARISON AND EXISTENCE RMJLTS FOR (E) 
The main result in this section is stated as follows: 
THEOREM 8.1. Assume that (Al), (A8)-(AlO), and (A4) hold. Let u and 
v be a subsolution and a supersolution of(E), respectively. Assume that u and 
- v are bounded above on Q T and that 
Fg )ia FE sup(u(x, t) - v( y, s): x, y E D, n B(0, R), 
lx-YI dr, h(x) v h(y)<R, O<t,s<.c}<o. (8.1) 
Then 
l$ iem ~~sup{u(x, t)-v(y,s): x, ~ED~~B(O,R), 
Ix-yldr,h(x)vh(y)~R,O<t,s<T, It-sl<.z}<O. (8.2) 
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Remark. It is easily seen that condition (8.1) (resp., (8.2)) is equivalent 
to the following condition: There is a continuous function o on [0, KI) 
and for each R > 0 a continuous function oR on [0, co) satisfying 
o(O) = ~~(0) = 0 for which for all R> 0, x, YE D,, and 0 < t, s < T, if 
x, y E B(0, R), h(x) < R, and h(y) 6 R, then 
(rev., 
u(x, t) - u(y, s) d o( Ix - yl ) + o,(t + s) (8.3) 
4x, t)-u(y,s)~o(Ix-yl)+o.(lt-.~l)). (8.4) 
Proof. The following arguments parallel the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
We argue by contradiction, and hence assume that the left hand side of 
(8.2) is positive. We may choose a positive number p for which 
m = lim lim lim sup{u,(x, t) - u,(y, s): (x, t), (y, S) E QT, 
rl0 R+m ~10 
x, y E B(0, R), h(x) v h(y) 6 R, Ix - yl d r, It - sl BE) > 0, 
where ulr and uP are defined by 
u,b, t)=u(x, 1)-& and u,(x, t)=u(x, I)+&. 
It is easily checked that (8.1) holds with u,, and a9 in place of u and U, 
respectively, and that U, is a subsolution of 
u,+ (Ax, Du)+F(x, t, Du)= -5 in QT, (8.5) 
and u,, is a supersolution of 
u, + (Ax, Du) + F(x, t, Du) = 5 in QT. (8.6) 
In what follows we do not treat u and u directly but uP and u,. Therefore, 
for notational simplicity we write u and u for U, and u,, respectively. 
For c(, fl>l, 0~6, &xl, a,b~R, and p,qEH, we define - 
&~,xQT-iRu{-~} by 
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- 
where (u-&)*:~T-,Ru{-co} and (o+6h),:Q,+Ru{~~} are 
defined by 
and 
(u- 6h)* (x, t) = !‘E SUP{~Y, 8) - bh(y): (Y, ~1 E Qr, 
Iv-xl v It--s1 a-}, 
(v + Hz)* (x, t) = l$ inf{u(y, s) - L%?(y): (y, s) E QT, 
Iv-xl v It--sl <r}. 
Of course, we have (u-ah)* E USC(~.) and (u + ah), E LSC(~.). Also, 
wehave(u-6h)*(x,T)=-coand(u+6h),(x,T)=coforallxEX,.For 
cr,B>land6,~,y~(O,l)wedefine 
m,(a,46D,y)= inf sup @(x, 6 Y, s; 4 P, 6, 6, p, 4 4, b), 
P.YEB(0.Y) (X,I),(Y.S)E-6; lal + Ibl <Y 
m*(a,6,E)=f~ sup 
i 
(u-6h)*(x,t)-(v+6h)*(y,s)-~lx-y12 
-;(lxl’+ IA*): (4 f), (Y, Mz, It-4 <rl , 
I 
m3(a, 6)=btT”, l$ sup (u-6h)* (x, t)-(u+dh)*(y, s)-t Ix--yI*: 
i 
and 
It is easy to see that 
m = lim m,(a), 
x-m mda) = ‘8’: mda, 61, 
03.7) 
m,(a, 6) = f~ m,(a, 6, E) and m,(a, 6, e) = ;;rnm yi m,(a, 6, E, ,!?, y). 
Since the function 
(U-c%)* (x, f)-(u+Sh)*(y,s)-qlx-y/*-~(t-s)2 
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-- 
with CC, fi > 1 and 6 E (0, l), is bounded above on QT x QT, by the standard 
optimization technique, for each c( > 1, and 6, E, y E (0, 1) we can choose 
ci, 6 E r-y, y] and j3, 4 E B(0, y) such that the function 0(x, t, y, S; a, fi, 6, 
E, 0, 6, &6) of (x, t, y, s) has a maximum at some point (a, i, 9, s^) E -- 
QTXQT. 
By the definition of m,, we have 
m,((X,~,&,B,y)~<(~,,,~,S^) 
~(U--Bh)*(~,i)-(u+Sh)*(“~,s’) 
(8.8 1 
Also, we have 
From this and (8.7), we see that 
lim i&t %%- lim(~la-P12+~(t^ -JI)2+~(I~~2+I~12))=0. (8.9) 
2-m 810 fi-s yjo 
By assumption (8.1), we have 
lim lim lim lim {(u-Hz)* (x, t)-(u+Sr)*(y,s): 
a-cc alo &LO p-r- 
(4 I), (Y,s)EQ7, 4x-yl*+m-s)* 
+s(lx12+ly12)<l, &%2}<0. (8.10) 
We are going to take the limits as y 10, fl+ 00, E 10, 6 10, and CI -+ CC 
in this order. We may thus assume in view of (8.7) and (8.9) that 
and 
(8.11) 
aJ~--12+B(t^-~)2+&()~.)2+ Ijq2)< 1. (8.12) 
580/105/2-7 
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We may moreover assume in view of (8.10) that if & t”< 2, then 
(u-&z)* (a, i) - (u + 6/z), (9, s^) <m/4. We may also assume that 
(4$/s) + 2yT<m/4. From (8.8) and these assumptions it follows that if 
JB i < 2, then 
m 
2<(~-6h)*(.i-,i)-(~+6h),(B,j)+~~2+2~T<~, 
- 
which is a contradiction. Thus we have i> 2/a, and hence 
s^=~+j-~,2-L=i,(-J. 
JBJjTJB 
It is obvious that i, s^< T. Since u is a subsolution of (8.5) and u is a 
supersolution of (8.6), we can choose sequences 
such that for all n E N, 
LEA-L rln E AY,, 
t,+ <Lo P,+Xn)+&,, t,, P,+Xn)~ -&, (8.13) 
and 
Here we have used the notation 
T,=/?(t,-i)+ci, a,=/3(i-SJ-6, 
p,=a(x,-j)+EX”+p and qn=a(f-yn)-cyn-(j. 
Subtracting (8.14) from (8.13), we get 
~~~+~,--0,+~~l~,12+l~,12~+~~~,-~~r~,-~,> 
+a((5,,Y,--)+(?,,x,-~)) 
+d(t,, &I> + <?,9 v,>)+ <t,, 0) + (rt,, B> 
+ ~(x,, tll, Pn + x,1 - F(Y”, s,, qn - h,). (8.15) 
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Therefore, using (A9) and (8.12), we obtain 
02 -8(It,-il + I.~,-91)-2V+~(lt,12+ Ir,12) 
-(i+&+,) (I<:,1 + I?,11 
-c0(45,1 + MA2 - G(4rl,J + WI2 - 2c, 3 
where M, = 4 + a/n + 2. We assume henceforth that 2C, 6 < l/4, and 
compute that 
+ 2C&%,12 + d21qn12 + 2M;) 
From this we see that 
lim lim lim lim lim6(l<,l)2+ lqn12)<8Co(&+2)2+4C, 
a10 El0 8-m yjo n-c 
We may therefore assume that 
4L126C, and 41,12 G C, (8.16) 
for some constant C, depending only on M. 
Now from (8.15) we have 
+ Qxm tn, @4x, - Y,)) - F(Y,, f,, 4x, - Y,)) 
+ %?I? tn, Pn + X,) -w,,, l,,, ax, - y,)) 
-F(Y,,s,,q,--~n)+F(Y,,t,,cc(x,-4’,~)) 
+-2(~+Y)-(;+&+4 (IL1 + h,l) 
--o @IX,-Y,l”+; 
( > 
+Qx,, *II, Pn + R,) - ox,, t,, dx, - y,,)) 
-Flynn sn, qn - @,I + QYn, t,,, 4x,, - Yn)). (8.17) 
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Here we have used (AlO). Noting that 
= lim lim Tim lim limw 
a-m ,310 El0 pi.rn yl0 
lim lim lim lim lim IF(x,, t,, pn + St,) 
610 El0 p-co yl0 n-00 
-wL t,, 4x, - v,))l = 0, 
and 
lim lim lim lim lim IF(Yn,,sn, qn-6un) 
610 &JO p-02 y10 n--r’x 
-KY,, tn, 4% - Y,))l = 0, 
we conclude from (8.17) that 0 2 p/T2; this is a contradiction. 1 
Next we turn to the existence question of a continuous solution of the 
initial value problem for (E). Let 
(All) uo~BUC(XA), 
and we impose the initial condition for the solution of (E): 
(1) 4x, 0) = uo(x) for x~X,. 
THEOREM 8.2. Assume that F(x, 0) is bounded on QT and that (Al), 
(A8)-(All), and (A4) hold. Then there is a solution UE C,(X, x [0, T]) of 
(E) and (I) satisfying 
iii )im y~ sup{ U(X, t) - u(y, s): X, y E D,, n B(0, R), 
Ix-yldr,h(x)vh(y)<R,O<t,s<T, It-sl<<}=O. (8.18) 
Remark. In view of Theorem 8.1 and the above theorem, there is a - 
unique solution u E Cb(QT) of (E) and (I) satisfying 
lim lim lim sup{ u(x, t) - u,(y): x, y E D,, n B(0, R), 
rj0 R-m 610 
lx-yl<r, h(x)vh(y)<R,O<t<c}=O. (8.19) 
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Proof We will build an appropriate subsolution f and supersolution g 
of (E), apply Theorem 7.1 to find a solution of (E) and (I), and then apply 
Theorem 8.1 to show that (8.18) is satisfied for the solution. 
We begin by constructing a supersolution and a subsolution of (E). We 
choose a large number A4 so that 
l%(X)l GM and IF(x, O)l < M for all (x, t) E Qr. 
Define fb, g,: e,-+ R by fO(x, t) = -Me’ and g,(x, t) = Me’. It is easily 
seen that f0 and g, are a classical subsolution and supersolution of (E), 
respectively, and that -MeT6fo(x, t)<u,(x)dg,(x, t)bMeT for all - 
(x2 t)~ QT. 
Next we fix R > (M( 1 + e’))“‘, and intend to define a subsolution fR and 
a supersolution g, of (E). Note that since u0 is uniformly continuous in 
X,, for each 0 < E < 1 there is an CI 2 1 such that 
u,(x)-u,(y)~E+C(IX-y12 for all x, y E X,. 
For each E E (0, 1) fix such an c1= M(E) 2 1. We use the notation 
X,={XEX,: IxlGR, h(x)<R}, 
CrR,r = {x E X, : dist(x, X,) < I} for r>O. 
Let O<E< 1, a>O, and ~-EX~. We define 
g,(X, t; E, p, a) = U&) + E + a(E)lX - .?I2 + ,k, 
and 
f,(x, t; E, /?, a) = u,(i) - & - C((&)(X - fl 2 - fit 
for (x, t) E Q,. We compute that if x E D, n OR,2R, q E Ax, 0 < t < T, and 
g(x, t) = g,(x, t; E, B, a), then 
gtk t) + (4, Ddx, t)> + W, t, Dg(x, t)) 
>/?+~cY(E)(~,X-.~)-C,,(~CZ(E)~X-~~)~-C, 
2 b - ma h(f) - 4C,a(~)~ (4R)2 - C, 
> B - 21x(~) R - 64&R’ - C, . 
Here we have used the inequality that (q, x-i) 2 h(x) -h(i) 2 --h(i) for 
all x E D, and q E Ax. We now choose 
fi = B(E, R) = 2a(E) R + 64&R’ + C,, 
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so that the function g,(x, t; E, /I, 2) of (x, t) is a classical supersolution of 
03 in @R,2R. A similar computation shows that the functionf,(x, t; E, /I, a) 
of (x, t) is a classical subsolution of (E) in Co,,,,. We next observe that if 
XEX,Q?,R andO<t<T, then 
g,(x, t;.q fi, i)>u,(i)+a(~)lx-i~~~ -M+ R2 
~--M+M(l+eT)~:er~g,(x,t). 
Similarly we see that 
fl(X, t; 4 B, 2) eo(x, t) for all XEX~\C!J~,~ and O<t< T. 
We now define 
f,&, 1) = max{fo(x, f), SUP fi(x, c 6, B(E, R), a)> 
O-z&Cl 
i.EXR 
for (x, t) E QT. It is obvious that gJx, t) = g,(x, t) and fR(x, t) =fJx, t) 
for all xEX~\I!?&~ and 0 < t < T. Since X, \cO,,, is a neighborhood 
(relative to X,) of XA\OR,2R, we see that fR and g, are a subsolution and 
a supersolution of (E) in a neighborhood of (X,\cO,,,,) x (0, T). In view of 
Proposition 7.2 and its correspondence for supersolutions, we see that fR 
and g, are a subsolution and a supersolution of (E) in 0R,2R x (0, T), 
respectively. Thus we conclude that fR and g, are a subsolution and a 
supersolution of (E) in Q,, respectively. 
We finally define f and g by 
f(x, t)=sup{f,(x,t): R>(M(1+er))“2), 
and 
g(x, t) = inf{ g,(x, t): R > (M( 1 + eT))1’2) 
for (x, 1) E QT. It is clear that 
-MerGfR(x, t) <f(x, t) < uo(x) < g(x, t) < g,(x, t) < Me’ 
for all (x, 2) E QT and R > (M( 1 + eT))‘12. Let R > (M( 1 + eT))li2. Note that 
ifx,yEXRandO<t,s<T, then 
g(x, t) G g,(x, t) d g,(x, 2; E, NE, R), xl d uo(x) + E + NE, R) t, 
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and 
f(Y, 3) >f,(.Y, s; 6 B(&, 4, x) 2 %(X) - 8 - a(E)lx- y12 - fl(E, R) s. 
From these inequalities we have 
g(x, t)-j-(I’, s)<2E+a(E)IX- y12 + fl(E, R)(t +s) (8.20 
for all x, y E X, and 0 < t, s < T. Also, we have 
If(x, t) - %(X)1, lg(x, 1) - uo(x)l d & + /GE, R)c (8.21 
for all XEX, and O< t-c T. 
Now we apply Theorem 7.1, to obtain a solution of (E) satisfying 
f< u Q g in QT. This inequality and (8.20) yield 
u(x, t)-u(y,s)<2e+a(e)(x-yy12+fi(c,R)(t+s) 
for all x, y E XR and 0 < t, s < T. We may now apply Theorem 8.1 with u 
in place of u, to conclude that 
lj$ f?= lim sup(u(x, t)-24(y, s): x, yeXR, 
El0 
O<t,s<T, lx-yldr, It-sl<E)=O. (8.22) 
Now we extend u to X, x [0, T] and modify the values of U(X, t) for 
xcXA\Dh, if necessary, so that UE CJX, x [0, T]). Indeed, (8.22) implies 
for each XE D,, the function u(x, t) of t is uniformly continuous in 
(0, T) and hence can be extended to [0, T] as a continuous function on 
[0, T]. We may thus assume that u is defined on D,, x [0, T] and 
u(x,.) E C( [0, T]) for all x E D,,. From (8.21) we see that u(x, 0) = uo(x) for 
all x E D,. Now, from (8.22) we have 
lim sup{u(x, t)-u(y, t): x, FEDS, Ix-y( <r}=O 
rl0 
for all 0 6 t < T. This means that u E BZJC(D,,; C( [0, T])). Therefore u can 
be extended to X, x [0, T] as a function in BUC(XA; C([O, T]))c 
CJX, x [0, T]). It is now clear that u satisfies (I). In the above arguments, 
we may only have to change the values of u(x, t) for x E X, \D,,. That is, 
after the modifications the resulting function u is still a solution of (E). 1 
9. AN OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM OF FINITE HORIZON 
We here consider an optimal control problem whose value function 
should satisfy an initial (or more appropriately, terminal) value problem 
like (E) and (I). 
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The formulation which follows is similar to that in Section 6. Fix T > 0. 
Let 2 be a separable metric space. Let f: Hx [O, T] x 2 -+ R and 
g: H x [0, T] x 2 + H satisfy: 
(A12) f, ge C(Hx [0, T] x Z). 
(A13) There is a constant M>O such that 
If@, 6 z)l GM I gb-, t, z)l < M, 
Ifb, t, 2) -f(Y, t, z)l d MIX - A, Id& t, 2) - ‘!dY, t, z)l G MIX - Yl 
for all x, ~EH, O<tgTand ZEZ. 
We define 
Q?= {cI=(c~,,Q): [IO, T] -+Zx H is measurable and 
012 E L2(0, T; H)), 
J(x, t, a) = f ’ (f(C), s, al(s)) + b2(s)12) & I 
where x E X, , a E %?, and X is the unique weak solution of 
uw 
(dxlds)(s) + AX(s) 3 g(C), s, al(s)) + a2(s) in (t, T) 
X(t) =x, 
and 
V(x, t) = j;i J(x, t, a) for (x, t) E QT. (9.1) 
We need the next lemma analogous to Lemma 6.3, the proof of which we 
leave to the reader. 
LEMMA 9.1 (Dynamic Programming Principle). Assume (A12) and 
(A13). For any (x, t) E X, x [0, T) and t < t < T, the equality 
s ) , s, al(s)) + Ia2(s)12) ds + Wf(z), 7) , 
holds, where X(s) denotes the weak solution of (IVP). 
THEOREM 9.2. Assume (A12) and (A13). Then VEC(X~ x [0, T]). 
Moreover, there is a constant C > 0 and for each R > 0 a constant C, > 0 
such that for any R > 0, (x, t), (y, s) E eT, if h(x) < R, then 
I V(x, t) - Jqy, s)l < Clx - yl + C,J t - SI l’*. (9.2) 
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Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we see that 
I V(x, ?)I < MT for all (x, t) Err, 
and 
I V/(x, t) - V(y, f)l d eMTlx - yl forall x,yEXAand0<r6T. 
(9.3 1 
Now fix R>O, O&t< T, r~(t, T], and x6XA so that h(x)dR. Let 
r = (a,, q) E %? be such that CQ = 0, and let X(s) be the strong solution of 
(IVP) with the above choice of x and a. By Lemma 9.1 we have 
In view of Theorem AS, we have 
and hence, 
where Ci is a constant depending only on M, R, and T. Combining these, 
we get 
V(x, t) < V(x, z) + M(z - t) + eMTC,(r - t)“2. (9.4) 
We now want to get a similar bound of V(x, t) from below. Fix 0 < E < 1. 
By Lemma 9.1, there is an tl E %? such that 
I/(x, l)> --E+ I ‘(f(x( s ) 33, al(s)) + Ms)12) ds + V(X(z), T)), I 
where X(S) is the strong solution of (IVP). From this we see that 
’ Ja,(s)l*ds<3MT+ 1. 
Therefore, in view of Theorem A.5 we have 
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Denoting by C2 the left side of the above inequality, we have 
Thus we have 
IX(r) -XI ,< CJT - tp2. 
V(x, t) > V(x, 5) -E - M(s - t) - eMTC2(z - t)‘12. 
This together with (9.4) yields (9.2). 
Finally, we note that estimates (9.3) and (9.2) readily yield the continuity 
of V in CT. i 
To proceed, we define F: H x [O, T] x H + [w by 
F(x, t, P)=SUP( - (g@, 6 ~1, P> -fk t, d> + tl~l’. 
zez 
THEOREM 9.3. Assume (A12), (A13), and that FE C(QT). Then V is a 
solution of 
-q+(Ax,Du)+F(x,t,Du)=O in Q,, (9.5) 
with the terminal condition 
4x, T) = 4~) for XEX,. (9.6) 
Remark. The above function F satisfies (A.9) and (A.lO). It is easily 
checked that u(x, t) is a solution of (8.5) and (8.6) if and only if u(x, t) = 
u(x, T-t) is a solution of (E) and (I) with F(x, T-t, p) replacing 
F(x, t, p). Therefore, we see from our comparison and existence results that 
if, in addition, (A.8) is assumed, then the function V is characterized as a 
unique solution of (9.5) and (9.6) in the class Cb(cT) interpreting the con- 
dition (9.6) as in Section 8 (see (8.19)). 
Proof We only give the proof that V is a subsolution of (9.5), since the 
proof that V is a supersolution of (9.5) is similar. We also remark that the 
proof below is an adaptation of the proof of Theorem 6.2. 
Fix 6 > 0 and cp E C’(Q.). Assume that the function V(x, t) - 
6h(x)- 40(x, t) attains a maximum at some point (2, t^)~ QT, and set 
m = maxor( V- 6h - cp). Fix z E Z, and set a,(t) = z. Let X(s) be the strong 
solution of 
dX 
z @I+ 
( > 
1+ f AX(s) 3 SW), s, al(s)) -; W-C 0, 
(9.7) 
X(i) = 2. 
Since 2 E D,,, (9.7) has a strong solution (see the Appendix). Define 
q: [t, T] + H and a2: [t, T] + H by 
qw(l+yl { g(x(s), s, a,(s)) -i Dq(% i) - g(s) , 
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and 
It is clear that 
dX 
a2(s) = - +(Dq(f, i) + Jq(s)). 
4(s) E AX(s) a.e., 
-g (s) + 4(s) = g(X(s), s, al(s)) + a2(s) a.e. 
Let t^ < z < T. Using Lemma 9.1, we have 
m + 9(i, i) + Hz(i) 
= V(2, 2) 
G I ;I (f(W 1 s , s, al(s)) + la2(s)12) ds + VX(T), 5) 
d ‘(f(...)+Iaz(s)lZ)ds+m+9(X(r),r)+Gh(X(r)). 
s i 
Therefore, we have 
(f( ... I+ Msl’) +$ Cm + 9(x(s), 3) + WX(s)))) ds 
z 
Ji 
: T(--.)+la2(s)12+~(X(s),J.) 
+ D9(X(s), s) + h(s), z(s) 
t 
ds 
T < 
J-i i 
.f( . . ) + i lD9(& f) + MS)/* + 9,(X(s), s) 
+ <@(x(s), s) + h(s), gV%), s, al(s)) + a2(s) -q(s)) ds 
Z2 
ji 
;T f( . . . ) + cps(~(~), s) + <g( . . . ) - q(s), D9(X(s), s) + 6q(s) > 
-; (D9(% i) + hq(s), 2D9(x(s), s) - D9(.2, i) + 6q(s)) ds. 
This inequality guarantees that there is a sequence {t, ),,> , of positive 
numbers converging to 0 such that if we set x, = A’(t,) and qn = q(tn), then 
x,~D/i, 4, E Ax,, (9.8) 
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and 
0 ~‘f(x,, t,, 2) + 4D,(xn, 62) 
+ (dx,, t,, z)-qn, D&c,, t,)+b,) 
- $ (W-C 8 + hq,, 2&4x,, t,) - D&t i) + 6q,,) (9.9) 
for all n E N. We fix such a sequence (t,), and set x, = X(t,) and qn = q(tn) 
for no N. 
Noting that x, --f JZ as II + co, we see that the sequence {qn} is bounded. 
We may therefore assume that {q,,) converges weakly to some q E H. It is 
now seen that 3 E D, and q E AA Moreover, sending n + cc in (9.9) yields 
--cp,(f, i) + (4, Dd-C f) + dq) 
-(g(f,1,z),D~(~,i)+6q)-f(~,~,z)+$JD~(f,I)+6q(*~O. 
Thus we conclude that 
-cp,(i, i) + (q, DC&?, i) + 6q) + F(2, i, D&t, i) + 6q) < 0, 
i.EDA and qeAi. 
This proves that V is a subsolution of (9.2). fl 
APPENDIX 
Following Brezis [2], we will discuss the unique solvability of 
2 (t) + Au(t) 3 gb(t), t) + f(t) in (0, T) 
VP) 
u(0) = 240. 
Here T> 0, 
A: D(A) c H -+ H is a maximal monotone operator, (A.11 
.f-e L’(O, r; H), (A.2) 
g: H x [O, T] + H is assumed to satisfy 
for each XE H, the function g(x, t) of t is measurable; (A.3) 
for each t E [0, T], the function g(x, t) of x is continuous; (A.4) 
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there is a constant M > 0 such that 
I gb, 211 G M? lg(x,t)-g(y,t)l~Mlx-yl 
for all x, yEHand O<t<T; and 
U”ED,. 
(A.5) 
(‘4.6) 
DEFINITION A.l. A function u E C( [0 T]; H) is a strong solution of 
(IVP) if and only if the following four conditions are satisfied: 
(i) u is absolutely continuous in [It,, T,] for each 0 < t,, < T,, < T. 
(ii) u(t) E D(A) a.e. 
(iii) -(du/dt)(t)+g(u(t), t)+f(t)eAu(t) a.e. 
(iv) u(0) = uO. 
DEFINITION A.2. A function u E C( [0, T]; H) is a weak solution of 
(IVP) if and only if there are sequences (un} c C( [0, 7’1; H), 
{h,} c L’(0, T; H), and {uon} c H such that 
(i) U, is a strong solution of 
du 
z (t) + Au(t) 3 h,(f) in (0, T), u(0) = uon 
and as n-+co, 
(ii) 
U,-+Uin C([O, T];H), uO,, -+ u. in H, 
h,(t) + g(u(t), f) +f(t) in L’(0, T; H). 
PROPOSITION A.3. Under assumptions (A.1 )-(A.6) there is a unique weak 
solution of (IVP). 
A proof of this assertion in the case where g = 0 can be found in [;?I, and 
the next proposition summarizes the result. 
PROPOSITION A.4. Let g = 0. Assume (A.1 ), (A.2), and (A.6). Then there 
is a unique weak solution u of(IVP). Let hE L’(0, T, H) and U,,E D(A), and 
let v be the weak solution of (IVP) with h and u0 in place off and I+,. Then 
lu(t) - o(t)1 < I+, - u,,I + I ; If(s) - h(s)1 ds for all 0 < t f T. (A.7) 
For a proof of the above proposition see Brezis [2, Theorem 3.41 and 
Lemma 3.1. 
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Outline of Proof of Proposition A.3. Set ul(t) = uO, and for n > 2 define 
u, E C( [0, T]; H) inductively as the weak solution of 
2 (t) + Au(t) 3g(u,- I(t), t) +f(t), u(0) = ug. 
Using (A.7), by induction we have 
where M is the constant from (A.5) and K=max,.,..lu,(t)-uol. This 
shows that {u,} c C( [0, T]; H) is a Cauchy sequence. Set 
u= lim 24, in C( [0, T]; H) 
n-m 
and h,(t) = g(u, _ ,(t), t) +f(t) for 0 6 t < T and n > 2. Then, u, is a weak 
solution of 
$(t)+Au(t)sh,(t) in (0, T), u(0) = uO, 
and 
u, -+ u in C( [O, T]; H), h,(t) + g(u(t), t) +f(t) in L’(0, T; H). 
It is now easily seen that u is a weak solution of (IVP). The uniqueness 
follows from the inequality 
Q A4 ; lu(s) - u(s)1 ds 
I 
for all 0 < t < T, 
which is an easy consequence of (A.7). 1 
We now assume stronger assumptions than (A.1 ), (A.2), and (A.6). 
A = ah and h 20, (‘4.8) 
where h is a proper, lower semicontinuous, convex function on H. 
j-E L2(0, T; H). (A.9) 
u,, E D(h). (A.lO) 
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THEOREM A.5 Under assumptions (A.8)-(A.lO) and (A.3)-(AS), there is 
a unique strong solution u E C( [0, T]; H), and u satisfies 
(i) 24~ W’,‘(O, T; H) 
(ii) Cjo’ l(dddt)(t)l* dt) ‘I2 < (jl I f(t)12 dt)‘/* + M fi+ m, and 
(iii) the function h(u(t)) oft is absolutely continuous in [0, T]. 
The uniqueness follows from the uniqueness assertion of a weak solution 
for (IVP) in Proposition A.3 since a strong solution is a weak solution. The 
existence and the properties (i)-(iii) follow from the next lemma. 
LEMMA A.6. Let g=O. Assume (A.8)-(A.lO). Then any weak solution u 
of (IVP) is a strong solution of (IVP), and it satisfies 
(i) UE W’,*(O, T; H), 
(ii) (jr l(d@t)(t)12 dt) ‘I2 < (so’ if(t)/* dt)“* + a, and 
(iii) the function h(u(t)) oft is absolutely continuous in [0, T]. 
We refer the reader to Brezis [2] for a proof of the above lemma. 
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